Alcohol Beverage Study Commission
Public Comment Form*

Name:

_Randal Wilson_________________________

Group represented: __Owner White Oak Vineyards/Southern Oak
Wines________________________
(if any)
Contact Information
Address:

__1484 Dry Hollow Rd________________________
Anniston AL 36207__________________________

Phone:

__256 453 6470________________________

Email:

rwilson8@hotmail.com__________________________

Please provide any background information you believe to be relevant along with any
supporting information or research you would like the Commission to consider along with
this Public Comment Form.
Please provide your specific thoughts on the following questions and use additional
paper if necessary:
What are the issues that affect your business/industry relative to the three tier system?
I currently sell wine to United Johnson Brothers and have for the last several years, this
business partnership has proven to be a beneficial relationship. I am a large landowner
with several vineyards and a fairly large winery, this keeps me busy and I for the most part
do not want to distribute wine.
However, I would like to sell directly to restaurants and possibly other retailers thereby
bypassing my distributor. This would maximize my probability on certain wine products.

What solutions would you suggest to solve the issues you identified?
Every winery owner should be allowed to purchase a limited distributors license. The state
currently allows three wineries this privilege, under the guise of father son business. This
has proven to be an unfair advantage to other wineries.

Are there any specific issues relative to licensing that should be addressed in the law?
Currently we pay one of the highest licensing fees in the country, our fees should be based
on the national average and commensurate with an individual winerie's production levels.

NOTE!
I am scheduled to present at the Mobile hearing and i will be discussing the Colorado Wine
Development Act. I will provide each member with a copy of the law and I will develop a
draft copy of how a Alabama version would read.

*Please provided completed Public Comment Forms to Othni Lathram at olathram@ali.state.al.us

